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ARRANGEMENT REGARDING INTERNATIONAL
TRADE IN TEXTILES

PREAMLE

Recognizing the great importance of production and trade in textile products
of wool, man-made fibres and cotton for the economies of many countries: and their
particular importance for the economic and social development of developing countries
and for the expansion and diversification of their export earnings, and conscious
also of the special importance of trade in textile products of cotton for many
developing countries;

Recognizing further the tendency for an unsatisfactory situation to exist in
world trade in textile products and that this situation, if not satisfactorily dealt
with, could work to the detriment of countries participating in trade in textile
products, whether as importers or exporters, or both, adversely affect prospects for
international co-operation in the trade field, and have unfortunate repercussions on
trade relations generally;

Noting that this unsatisfactory situation is characterized by the proliferation
of restrictive measures, including discriminatory measures, that -are inconsistent with
the principles of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade and also that, in some
importing countries, situations have arisen which in the view of these.countries,.
cause or threaten to cause disruption of their domestic markets;

Desiring to cake co-operative and constructive action, within a multilateral
framework, so as to deal with the situation in such a way as to promote on a sound
basis the development of production and expansion of trade in textile products and
progressively to achieve the reduction of trade barriers and the liberalization of
world trade in these products;

Recognizing that, in pursuit of such action, the volatile and continually
evolving nature of production and trade in textile products should be constantly
borne in mind and the fullest account taken of such serious economic and social
problems as exist In this field in both importing and exporting countries, and
particularly in the developing countries;
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2. In recognition of thc need for special treatment for exports of textile
products front developing countries, the criterion of past performance shall not
be applied in the estabLis1^cnt of cucotas for their exports of products from thxs
textile sectors in respect of which they arc new entrants in the markets concerned
and a higher growth rate shall be accorded to such exports, haring in mind that
this special treat;eat should not cause undue prejudice to the interests of
established suppliers or create serious distortions in existing patterns of trat;e.

3. Restraints on ezmorts from participatiLng countries whose total volurue of
textile exports is sna.il in comparison with the total volume of exports of
other countries should norlly be avoided if the exports from such countries
represent a small percentagE of the total imriports of te:xtiles covered by this
.r~rrang~ement of the irmportin, coluntry concerned.

4. Where restrictions airc applied to trade in cotton textiles in terms of
this Arrangement, special consideration w7llI be given to the importance of this
trade to the developing countries concerned in determining the size of quotas
and the growth elemLent.

5. Participating countries shall not, as far as possible, maintain restraints
on trade in textile products originating in other participating countries which
are imported under a system of temporary importation for re-export after
processing, subject to a satisfactory system of control and certification.

6. Consideration shall be given to special and differential treatment to
re-imports into a participating country of textile products which that country
has exported to another participating country for processing and subsequent re-
importation, in the light of the special nature of such trade without prejudice
to the provisions of Article 3.

IrticI.- 7

The participating countries shall take steps to ensure, by the exchange
of information, including statistics on imports and exports when requested, and
by other practical means, the effective operation of this Airrangement.

Article 8

1. The participating countries agree to avoid circumvention of this Arrangement
by trans-shipment, re-routing, or action by non-participants. In particular,
they agree on the measures provided for in this Article.

2. The participating countries agree to collaborate with a view to taking
appropriate administrative action to avoid such circumvention. Should any
participating country believe that the Arrangement is being circumvented and
that no appropriate administrative measures are being applied to avoid such
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circumvention, that country should consult with the exporting country' of origin
and with other countries involved in the circumvention with. a view to seeking
promptly a mutually satisfactory solution. If such a solution is not reached
the matter shall be referred to the Textiles Surveillance Body-

3. The participating countries agree that if resort is had to the measures
envisaged in Articles 3 and 4, the participating importing country or countries
concerned shall take steps to ensure that the participating country's exports
against which such measures are taken shall not be restrained more severely
than the exports of similar goods of any country not party to this Arrangement
which are causing, or actually threatening, market disruption. The participating
importing country or countries concerned will give sympathetic consideration to
any representations from participating exporting countries to the effect that
this principle is not being adhered to or that the operation of this Arrangement
is frustrated by trade with countries not party to this Arrangement. If such
trade is frustrating the operation of this Arrangement, the participating
countries shall consider taking such actions as may be consistent with their law
to prevent such frustration.

4. The participating countries concerned shall communicate to the Textiles
Surveillance Body full dtails of any measures or arrangements taken under this
Article or any disagreement and, when so requested, the Textiles Surveillance
Body shall make reports or recommendations as appropriate.

Articld3

1. In view of the safeguards provided for in this Arrangement the participating
countries shall., as far as possible, refrain from taking additional. trado
measures which may have the effect of nullifying the objectives of this Arrangement.

2. If a participating country finds that its interests are being seriously
affected by any such measure taken by another participating country, that country
may request the country applying such measure to consult with a view to remedying
the situation.

3. If the consultation fails to achieve a mutually satisfactory solution
within a period of sixty days the requesting participating country may refer the
matter to the Textiles Surveillance Body which shall promptly discuss such matter,
the participating country concerted being free to refer the matter to that body
before the expiry of the period of sixty days if it considers that there are
justifiable grounds for so doing. The Textiles Surveillance Body shall make
such recommendations to the participating countries as it considers appropriate.

article 10

1. There is established within the framework of GATT a Textiles Committee
consisting of representatives of the parties to this Arrangement. The Committee
shall carry out the responsibilities ascribed to it under this Arrangement.
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2. The Comrzittee shall meet from time to time and at least once a year to dis-
charge its lnctions and to deal with those matters specifically referred to it

the Textiles Surveillance Body. It shall prepare such studies as the
participating countries a)ay decide. It shall undertake an analysis of the
current state of 'world production and trade in textile products, including any
measures to facilitate adjustment and it shall present its views regarding means
of furthering the expansion and liberalization of trade in textile products. It
will collect the statistical and other information necessary for the discharge -f
its functions and wall be empowered to request the participating countries to
furnish such information.

3. Any case of divergence of view between the participating countries as to the
interpretation or application of this Arrangement May be referred to the Con.,-itte,
for its opinion.

4. The Committee-shall once a year review the operation of this Arrangement and
report thereon to the GA!TT Council. To assist in this review, the Committee shall
have before it a report from the Textiles Surveillance Body, a copy of which. will
also be transmitted to the Council. The review during the third year shill be a
major review of this Arrangement in the light of its operation in the preceding
years.

5. The Comittee shall meet not later than one year before the expire of this
Arrangement in prder to consider whether the Arrangement should be extended,
modified or discontinued.

PArticle ll

1. The Textiles Committee shall establish a Textiles Surveillance Body to
supervise the implementation of this i.brrangement. It shall consist of a Chairman
and eight rm-iobers to be appointed b:- the parties to this Arrangement on a basis
to be determined by the Textiles CoLmmittee so as to ensure its efficient Operation.
In order to keep its membership balanced and broadly representative of the parties
to this Arrangenent provision shall be made for rotation of the members as
appropriate.

2. The Textiles Surveillance Body shall be considered as a standing body and
shall meet as necessary to carry out the functions required uf it under this
arrangement. It shall rely on information to be supplied by the participating
countries, supplemented by any necessary details and clarification it may decide
to seek from therm or from other sources. Further, it may rely for technical
assistance on the services of the GATT secretariat and may also hear technical
experts. proposed by 'ne or tlre uf its members.

3. The Textiles Surveillance Body shall take the action specifically required
of it in articles of this Arrangement.
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4. In the absence of any mutually agreed solution in bilateral negotiations
or consultations between participating countries provided for in this Arrangement,
the Textiles Surveillance Body at the request of either party, and following
a thorough and prompt consideration of the matter, shall make recommendations
to the parties concerned.

5. The Textiles Surveillance Body shall, at the request of any participating
country, review promptly any particular measures or arrangements which that
country considers to be detrimental to its interests where consultations between
it and the participating countries directly concerned have failed to produce
a satisfactory solution. It shall make recommendations as appropriate to the
participating country or countries concerned.

6. Before formulating its recommendations on any particular matter referred
to it, the Textiles Surveillance Body shall invite participation of such
participating countries as may be directly affected by the matter in question.

7. When the Textiles Surveillance Body is called upon to make recommendations
or findings it shall do so, except when otherwise provided in this Arrangement,
within a period of thirty days whenever practicable. All such recommendations
or findings shall be communicated to the Textiles Committee for the information
of its members.

8. Participating countries shall endeavour to accept in full the recommendations
of the Textiles Surveillance Body. Whenever they consider themselves unable to
follow any such recommendations, they shall forthwith inform the Textiles
Surveillance Body of the reasons therefor and of the extent, if any, to which
they are able to follow the recommendations.

9. If, following recommendations by the Textiles Surveillance Body, problems
continue to exist between the parties, these may be brought before the
Textiles 'Committee or before the GATT Council through the normal GATT
procedures.

10. Any recommendations and observations of the Textiles Surveillance Body
would be taken into account should the matters related to such recommendations
and observations subsequently be brought before the CONTRACTING PARTIES to
the GATT, particularly under the procedures of Article XXIII of the GATT.

11. The Textiles Surveillance Body shall, within fifteen months of the coming
into force of this Arrangement, and at least annually thereafter, review all
restrictions on textile products maintained by participating countries at the
commencement of this Arrangement, and submit its findings to the Textiles
Committee.
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12. The Text~iles Surveillance Body shall annually review all restrictions intro-
duced or bilateral agreements entered into by participating countries concerning
trade in textile products since the coring into force of this Arrangement, and
required to be reported to it under the provisions of this Arrangement, and
report annually its findings to the Textiles Committee.

Article 12

1. For tha purposes of this Arrangement,. the expression "textiles" is limited
to tops., yarns., piece- goods, made-up aIrticles, garments and other textile nanu--
factured products (being. products which derive their chifL characteristics front
their textile components) of cotton, wool' man-made fibres, or blends thereof,
in which any or all of those fibrzs in combination represent either the chief.
value of the fibres or 50 per cent or more by weight (or 17 per cent or more by
weight of wool) of the product.

2. Artificial and synthetic staple fibre, tow, waste, simple mono- and multi-
filaments, are not covered by paragraph 1 above. However, should conditions of'
market disruption (as 'defined ih Annex A) be found to. .-xist for such products, the
provisions of Article 3 of this Arrangerment (and other provisions of this Arrange-
ment, directly relevant thereto) .rmd paragraph 1 of Article 2 shall apply.

3. This Arrangement shall not apply to developing country exports of handloom
fabrics of the cottaga&industry, or hand-made cottage industry products made of
such handloom fabrics, or to traditional folklore handicraft textiles products,
provided that such products ar, properly certified under arrangements established
between the importing and exporting participating countries concerned..

4. Problems of interpretation of the provisions of this Article should be re-
solved by bilateral consultation botw en the parties concerned and any
difficulties may be referred to the Textiles Surveillance Body.

Article 13

1. This Arrangement shall be deposited with thz; Director-General to the
CONTRACTING PARTIES to tho GATT. 'it shall be open for acceptance, by signature
or otherwise, by governments contracting parties to the GSTT or having
provisionally acceded to the GATT and by the European Dconomic Community.

2. Any government which is not a contracting party to the GATT, or has not
acceded provisionally to thi': GALTT, mlay z.ccedo to this Arrangement on terms to be,
agreed between that government and the participating countries. These terms
would include a provision that any government which is not a contracting party
to the GATT must undertadke-, on according to this Arrangiement, not to introduc-
new import restrictions or intensify existing import restrictions, on textile
products, in so far as such action would, if that government had been a
Contracting party to the GATT, be inconsistent with its obligations thereunder.




